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Establishing a fundamental understanding of the nature of materials via computational
simulation approaches requires knowledge from different areas, including physics,
materials science, chemistry, mechanical engineering, mathematics, and computer
science. Accurate modeling of the characteristics of a particular system usually involves
multiple scales and therefore requires the combination of methods from various fields
into custom-tailored simulation workflows. The typical approach to developing patch-
work solutions on a case-to-case basis requires extensive expertise in scripting,
command-line execution, and knowledge of all methods and tools involved for data
preparation, data transfer between modules, module execution, and analysis. Therefore
multiscale simulations involving state-of-the-art methods suffer from limited scalability,
reproducibility, and flexibility. In this work, we present the workflow framework SimStack
that enables rapid prototyping of simulation workflows involving modules from various
sources. In this platform, multiscale- and multimodule workflows for execution on remote
computational resources are crafted via drag and drop, minimizing the required expertise
and effort for workflow setup. By hiding the complexity of high-performance computations
on remote resources and maximizing reproducibility, SimStack enables users from
academia and industry to combine cutting-edge models into custom-tailored, scalable
simulation solutions.

Keywords: SimStack, workflows, Materials Design, Multiscale modelling, WaNos

1 INTRODUCTION

In the Industry 4.0 context (Lasi et al., 2014), digital twins are an essential tool for companies
based who’s R&D is based on scientific innovation (Posada et al., 2018). The digitalization
of a system or a process provides vital information about the real-world scenario in real-
time. This enables the efficient identification of bottlenecks, thereby speeding up the product
development cycle (Zhu and Geng, 2013; Müller and Däschle, 2018) and, in consequence, saving
R&D costs and shortening time-to-market (Mathew et al., 2017). In terms of the physical-
chemical processes, the development of digital twins is gaining mainstream attention in the
scientific community, especially in materials design (Wu et al., 2020; Ngandjong et al., 2021). In
this field considerable efforts are made to build digital twins in order to screen and discover
new functional materials e.g., for solar cells (Kim et al., 2021; Octavio de Araujo et al., 2021),
batteries (Ponce et al., 2017; Bölle et al., 2019), thermoelectricity (Madsen, 2006; Yao et al., 2021),
and catalysis (Mamun et al., 2019; Mamun et al., 2020). A prerequisite for building a useful digital
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twin is the availability of predictive simulation protocols.
During the designing process of digital twins, a high level
of complexity induces a significant interdisciplinary challenge,
especially when the material characteristics need to be described
by different scales of materials behavior, demanding, in many
cases, multiscale methods. Schaarschmidt et al. (2021) show
that workflow frameworks can address those challenges in
computational materials design.

In addition to technical challenges, computational modeling
of a complex physico-chemical process requires knowledge
of different methods. These include, amongst others, density
functional theory (DFT), molecular dynamics (MD), kinetic
Monte-Carlo (KMC), and or finite element methods (FEM).
Different techniques are employed depending on the studied
phenomena and the scale at which the system is represented.
However, in each method, models typically have many
parameters and often require a meticulous manual setup
to generate meaningful results. Many applications requiring
multiscale or high-throughput calculations for a given system
also include executing a large number of simulations. Handling
these complex computational protocols with script-based
approaches is challenging, especially in simulations where
the numerical errors embedded in the codes need to be
carefully controlled. Usually, multiple steps are required to
handle errors, yet, these are often poorly documented and not
standardized, making it challenging to keep track of, even for
experienced computational experts, thereby limiting the reuse
of these computational protocols even within the same group.
Therefore, scientific workflows have been proposed to address
these shortcomings and inefficiencies by providing automation,
complexity reduction, high-performance computing (HPC)
readiness, data reusability, data provenance, and reliability and
resilience of formalized workflows. Workflows can describe a
complex simulation protocol while only exposing a predefined
set of relevant computational parameters to the end-user.
Therefore, the general aim of workflow frameworks is to allow
the end-users to focus on the science instead of spending
time setting up and monitoring individual calculations. Several
such frameworks have been proposed to leverage the scientific
workflow benefits in the last decade. These include free and
commercial solutions such as Fireworks (Jain et al., 2015),
AiiDA (Pizzi et al., 2016; Huber et al., 2020; Uhrin et al., 2021),
KNIME (Berthold et al., 2008), Pipeline Pilot (Warr, 2012),
MyQueue (Hjorth Larsen et al., 2017; Mortensen et al., 2020),
Pyiron (Janssen et al., 2019), or AFLOW (Curtarolo et al., 2012),
and to name a few.

Next to reducing complexity, another major benefit of
workflow frameworks is the improved reproducibility of
formalized workflows. Reproducibility is a huge challenge for
the scientific community: In 2016, researchers from fields such as
biology, medicine, physics, chemistry, and engineering largely
failed to reproduce their previously published experiments
(Baker, 2016). The transition from theory + experiment to
the theory + experiment + computer simulation paradigm
(Rodrigues et al., 2021) imposes increasing challenges on the
experimental and computational research. The advent of
computer simulation in the theoretical sciences introduced

further challenges regarding the reproducibility of scientific
studies that are not present in purely analytical methods
(Rodrigues et al., 2021). In a computational simulation study,
five groups were asked to perform the same simulation tasks
using eight codes with the same force fields. The initial results
were highly inconsistent between the groups and simulation
codes. Only after some iterations the outcomes started to become
consistent (Schappals et al., 2017). This simple experiment
shows that incorrect usage is, in most cases, the source of
errors in simulations (Wong-ekkabut and Karttunen, 2016;
DeFever et al., 2021). Thus, describing the full simulation in
a formalized workflow ensures correct usage and consistency
among identical and similar simulations.

As one approach to overcome the issue of reproducibility
and leverage the advantages of reusability, transferability, and
flexibility concepts, we discuss the SimStackworkflow framework
here. SimStack enables the rapid prototyping of complex
simulation workflows with computational modules from various
sources. The transfer of re-usable workflows between groups
and researchers allow scientists to perform particular predefined
simulations with the same quality as the computational expert
who conceived and implemented it.

In this work, we present four workflow applications where
SimStack has been employed. These workflows combine typical
state-of-the-art methods of materials design to solve and deal
with real problems and issues representative of those commonly
encountered by researchers in the simulation field using a
comprehensive range of methods. The SimStack concepts and
their usage, features, and applicability to various fields are
illustrated by the selected examples covering Umbrella Sampling,
Exciton Dynamics, Dihedral Scan, and Emission spectra of
organic molecules. The documentation of those workflows
shows additional details on applying the SimStack framework
features.

2 THE WORKFLOW FRAMEWORK
SIMSTACK

The main goal of all major workflow frameworks is to capture
the elements of a complex protocol and automate its execution.
Depending on the implementation and target user group, expert
knowledge is often required for using the framework, setting it
up on local or remote compute resources, or incorporating new
simulation methods. In many cases, easy-to-use frameworks
are often limited in their flexibility and, therefore, hard to
extend to the needs of a specific problem, while flexible
frameworks are hard-to-use for inexperienced users. Here we
introduce the SimStack framework https://simstack.de/, which
addresses the issue by providing an easy-to-use flexible drag
and drop graphical user interface (GUI), which is automatically
generated for a given set of exposed parameters from a
simple file in Extensible Markup Language (XML) format.
The usage of the XML description of the user input coupled
with a simple templating language enables computational
experts and non-experts to provide a GUI for a particular
application in a matter of minutes. SimStack connects to remote
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FIGURE 1 | The SimStack workflow framework is based on a client-server
concept connected via the secure shell (SSH) protocol. The end-user designs
and sets up the workflow within the SimStack client on a local machine. The
workflow and all required input are transferred to the HPC resource via SSH
upon submission. The SimStack server process on the HPC resource
subsequently generates a single job for each step of the workflow and
manages the execution of these jobs through the local scheduling software.

high-performance computing (HPC) resources and automates
data transfer and execution of the entire workflow within
the HPC environment. Thus, it facilitates the efficient
implementation, adoption, and execution of complex and
extensive simulation workflows and enables fast uptake of

modeling techniques for advanced materials by researchers in
academia and industry. SimStack is developed in a joint project
by Nanomatch GmbH and the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
(KIT).

2.1 SimStack Concept
As shown in Figure 1, the SimStack workflow framework is
based on a lightweight client-server concept. The client provides
a GUI for the end-user to construct, modify, and configure
the workflows, submit the workflow to the server component
on remote HPC resources, monitor submitted workflows, and
browse and retrieve the generated data. Each workflow comprises
various building blocks with predefined control elements for a
given computational task.The tasks represent discrete steps in the
execution of the workflow and are calledWorkflowActiveNodes
(WaNos) within SimStack. The core component of a WaNo is an
XML file describing the expected input, configurable parameters,
the output generated by the WaNo, and the code to be executed.
By drag and drop, the end-user can quickly create a newworkflow
from the available building blocks or adapt existing workflows
to generate a custom-tailored solution for a scientific problem.
In order to incorporate the user input, SimStack employs the
templating engine Jinja (https://jinja.palletsprojects.com). With
this templating approach, specific parameters can be exposed

FIGURE 2 | This WaNo example shows the XML file and its correspondent GUI. The right side displays the XML file with the tags available within the SimStack
workflow framework. On the left side, the arrows associate the tags used to generate the field and variable types of the GUI. The visibility of the second
WaNoDictBox in the XML is coupled to the Boolean variable Conditional-DictBox. In this example, the executable is the python script test-script.py.
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easily via the GUI and included as command line parameters
or into script and input file templates, turning a static script
into a user-configurable building block with a graphical interface
within minutes. This concept enables the simple incorporation
of any arbitrary software or script routinely used on HPC
resources. Multiple compute backends can be configured within
the client. Upon submission of a workflow, the client transfers
the data via an SSH connection to the SimStack server on the
connected remote machine. The SimStack server subsequently
processes the workflow and coordinates the submission of the
individual tasks via the local scheduling software and data
transfer between the workflow elements. In order to provide
broad compatibility with HPC backends, the SimStack server
can communicate with all major schedulers and runs as a
process of the individual user. Consequently, SimStack can be
deployed and used without administrative access to the compute
resource.

SimStack aims to be as simple as possible. Every workflow
on the HPC resource is processed within a dedicated directory
labeled with a submission timestamp and the workflow name.
Every WaNo inside this workflow is referenced with a unique
path in this directory and is also referenced by a unique ID
(UID). The generated data remains at the HPC resource. From
within the client, the user can browse this data on the remote
resource within a hierarchical structure, view images, text files,
and download specific files to his localmachine if needed. Besides
this, each WaNo can include an automated report in HyperText
Markup Language (HTML), providing a concise summary of
each workflow step.

2.2 SimStack Documentation
In order to guide users, documentation is made
available, continuously updated, and extended at https://
simstack.readthedocs.io. The documentation includes
instructions on Client installation and configuration, a tutorial
exploring the main SimStack features and functionalities like
branching workflows and parallelizing high-throughput tasks.
The developer section guides how software can be integrated
into SimStack via WaNos to build custom workflows or
make its own developments available to the community as
a SimStack component. It furthermore provides a reference
guide for the WaNo XML syntax and available tags. Beyond
the documentation, the user can also find an exemplary WaNo
available at https://github.com/KIT-Workflows/Test-WaNo.
Figure 2 illustrates how the XML tags of thisWaNo are translated
into input fields of the GUI of SimStack.

Workflows designed and pre-configured by experts can
be shared with non-expert users, enabling those to conduct
high-level simulations with the same quality as expert users.
Additionally, all data generated can be made discoverable and
accessible either in public or private repositories meeting the
FAIR principles (Wilkinson et al., 2016). Finally, all the WaNos
andworkflows built in the SimStack framework can be extensible,
locally tested, shared between researchers, and made transparent
regarding their dependencies (Thompson et al., 2020). These
features minimize the barrier to transferring scientific state-
of-the-art modeling approaches from experts (e.g., academic

researchers) to non-experts (e.g., industrial users), thereby
boosting the uptake of virtual design approaches.

3 WORKFLOWS

This section illustrates the application of the SimStack framework
with different workflows implemented within SimStack. Four
different exemplary workflows were selected to demonstrate
the broad applicability of Simstack and its main features
and concepts. The Umbrella Sampling workflow computes the
binding free energy of the adsorption of a molecule on surfaces
by chaining structure builders, MD code, umbrella sampling,
and weighted histogram analysis methods. In the Exciton
Dynamics workflow, we present amultiscale simulation approach
combining DFT, forcefield-based molecular modeling, and KMC
approaches to generate a digital twin of OLED devices. In this
workflow, we translate molecular properties to the device scale to
determine their impact on the efficiency and lifetime of OLED
devices. The Dihedral Scan workflow calculates the dihedral
energy potential obtained from MC and DFT calculations,
which can be used to parametrize forcefields for MC and
MD simulations. The Emission spectra of organic molecules
workflow computes fluorescent, phosphorescent, and Thermally
Activated Delayed Fluorescence (TADF) molecules to determine
their emission wavelength by combing DFT and TDDFT
methods.

3.1 Umbrella Sampling
Knowledge about the binding free energy of molecules to
different surfaces is of enormous importance in a great variety
of applications from natural and engineering sciences (Wagner
et al., 2021; Rauwolf et al., 2021; Bag et al., 2021). Umbrella
Sampling (US) simulation (Wagner et al., 2021; Rauwolf et al.,
2021; Kästner, 2011; Bag et al., 2020; Suyetin et al., 2022) is
one of the widely used methods for this purpose. However,
performing a US simulation to evaluate the binding free energy
(to a given surface) of an arbitrary small molecule requires
a complicated simulation routine as depicted in Figure 3A.
Starting with a molecular model, one needs to first generate
the forcefield parameters for the molecule. The molecular
model has to be combined with the predefined surface model
thereafter and the combined system has to be solvated and
charge neutralized. After equilibrating this system, one has
to make many copies of the system for different distances
(reaction coordinate) of the molecule from the surface. Each
individual system will then be subjected to an equilibration
and a production run and the histograms of the reaction
coordinates will be collected. In the end, all these histograms
have to be analyzed using the Weighted Histogram Analysis
Method (WHAM) (Kumar et al., 1992) to get the binding
free energy. Therefore, we designed a workflow using the
SimStack framework features, to implement the complicated US
simulation routine for the calculation of binding free energy
of arbitrary small molecules to predefined (silica/graphene)
surfaces. The structure of the SimStack Workflow is illustrated in
Figure 3B.
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Schematic diagram illustrating potential of mean force (PMF) calculation of an arbitrary small molecule to a given surface using US. (B) Structure of
the SimStack workflow designed to accomplish the complex PMF calculation described in Figure 3A. We combined four different WaNo to build the complete
workflow. (C) PMF profiles calculated using the workflow. PMF profile of ethanol adsorbtion on Graphene are shown in the top panel and the PMF profile between
methane and Silica are shown in the bottom panel. Here we have used two layers of Graphene to model the Graphene surface. The atomistic models of the small
molecules (ethanol and methane) and the surfaces are shown in the inset.

Here, we combine four different WaNos: 1)
GromacsSystemBuilder, 2) Umbrella Sampling 3) Gromacs and
4) Wham. The features and function of the different WaNos in
this workflow are described as follows:

1) GromacsSystemBuilder: The WaNo prepares the necessary
input files for a Gromacs run (Van Der Spoel et al., 2005).
It takes the “pdb” file of the small molecule as input and
combines it with the predefined graphene/Silica surface.
To generate the forcefield (FF) parameters for the small
molecule, the WaNo uses the AmberTools software package
(Case et al., 2016). The FF parameters for the surface are also
preloaded along with their structure. The combined system
is further solvated in water and charge neutralised using
standardGromacs commands (Van Der Spoel et al., 2005). In
the end all necessary input files for the Gromacs run are
generated. Input: pdb (*pdb) of the small molecule. Output:
Gromacs input files (*gro, *top, and *ndx).

2) Umbrella Sampling: The WaNo generates the snippet of the
specific gromacs run parameter file for all the US windows.
This snippet can be read by the Gromacs WaNo and run
the US. The users are supposed to provide the description of

the reaction coordinates as input and the WaNo creates all
the Windows for the US run. Input: Description of reaction
coordinates and umbrella specification. Output: All Umbrella
sampling windows (with all the Gromacs input files) and their
specific MD run parameter (*mdp) file.

3) Gromacs: This is simply a WaNo to run Gromacs
(Van Der Spoel et al., 2005). Input: i) *gro file, ii) *top file,
iii) *ndx file, iv) The Gromacs MD run parameters, v) If the
gromacs run is an umbrella sampling run then the custom
umbrella sampling inputs, vi) Custom forcefield files called
in the *top file. Output: i) The binary run parameter file for
gromacs (*tpr), ii) The equilibrated system Geometry (*gro).
iii) In case of US run, the additional files for the histogram
(pullf/pullx files).

4) Wham: This WaNo collects the output from the US run and
generates the potential of mean force (PMF). Input: files for
Histogram (pullf/pullx files) generated after US. Output: Free
energy Curve.

We further use this developed workflow to calculate the free
energy of binding of various small molecules to the surfaces
(Graphene and Silica). In Figure 3C we show the PMF profile
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from two such calculations: ethanol binding on Graphene and
methane binding on Silica. The free energy of binding of ethanol
to the Graphene is ∼ 8 kJ/mol while the corresponding free
energy between methane and Silica is ∼ 10 kJ/mol. Although
the free energy of binding is very similar for both the systems,
the PMF profile for methane (to the Silica) is wider around
minima which indicates strong binding affinity of methane in
comparison to ethanol. It is evident from 3 (c) that ethanol can
come much closer to the Graphene than methane can come to
the Silica. Both of the surfaces show essentially no interaction
when the molecules are more than 1 nm away from the
surface.

3.2 Exciton Dynamics
Modern organic light emitting diodes (OLED) consist ofmultiple
layers of small organic molecules (Li et al., 2017; Wong and
Zysman-Colman, 2017; Lee et al., 2019; Zou et al., 2020). To
achieve optimal performance and long lifetime of these devices,
molecular properties of materials used in a single OLED need
to be carefully aligned. While the vast chemical spaces opens
the prospect of employing “perfect” material combinations in
an OLED, the identification of suitable material pairings via
experimental trial and error is time consuming and costly, and
especially in the area of blue pixels, OLEDs have to date not
been able to exploit their full potential (Scholz et al., 2015; Song
and Lee, 2017). One fundamental reason for this shortcoming is
the complexity connected to tuning charge carrier and exciton
dynamics in OLEDs, which in turn determine efficiency and
lifetime: The full system dynamics is a complex consequence
of a multitude of microscopic processes (charge hops between
molecules, formation of excitons, and excitonic loss processes,
etc.) that are determined by microscopic molecular properties
(Friederich et al., 2016; Friederich et al., 2017). Further, these
properties change when molecules are embedded in thin films,
depending on their exact environment, and are therefore
hardly accessible experimentally (Bag et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019).
To support experimental R&D by deriving fundamental
understanding of how microscopic properties determine device
performance by triggering and balancing a zoo of microscopic
processes, we developed a multiscale simulation approach
translating molecular properties to the device scale. This
workflow consists of four basic steps, illustrated in Figure 4A.
In the first step, customized force-fields are derived for all
molecules involved. Subsequently, we run a simulation protocol
mimicking physical vapor deposition to generate digital twins
of thin films with atomistic resolution. In a third step we
perform a full quantum chemical electronic structure analysis
of molecules in the thin film morphology to compute molecular
properties required for the simulation of charge carrier and
exciton dynamics, taking into account environmental effects.
Ultimately, we conduct KMC simulations in LightForge, resulting
in all-particle trajectories for further analysis of the system
dynamics.

To enable the efficient analysis of a variety of OLEDs
with different layer setups and materials we integrated all
simulation modules in the workflow platform SimStack. The
full workflow for a specific OLED is constructed via drag and

drop and may be saved for later re-use. Figure 4B depicts the
workflow exemplified for a three-layer OLED, comprising a
hole-transport layer (HTL), an emission layer consisting of a
host material and an emitter, and an electron-transport layer
(ETL): In the first layer we compute customized forcefields for
all four materials using “parallel” panels. In addition to the
Parametrizer module, we use the DihedralParametrizer module
to account for flexibility ofmolecules.The outputs of each parallel
panel (i.e., the forcefield files of a single material) are then
passed to the respective deposit modules, where we first deposit
the HTL (Deposit3), followed by the deposition of host and
emitter of the EML (Deposit3_1) and the deposition of the ETL
(Deposit3_2). In each deposition step we define the molecular
input from the respective DihedralParametrizer module(s), the
size of the simulation box, number of molecules to be deposited
and, in the case of the EML, concentrations of the molecular
mix, along with certain simulation parameters. Note that each
deposited morphology is passed to the next deposition step as
a substrate so that the output of the last deposition is a three-
layermorphology.Using this three-layermorphology as input, we
conduct two independent (and therefore parallel)QuantumPatch
computations: We compute electronic couplings in the left panel
and energy level distributions in the right panel. Both are required
by LightForge to compute rate distributions for microscopic
processes. For simplicity, other key quantities such as transition
dipoles and further input for quenching rates are set manually in
LightForge.

An output of a corresponding parametric simulation using
a phosphorescent emitter is exemplified in Figure 4C. The left
panel depicts the spatial distribution of major excitonic events,
i. e. the count of exciton formation and quenching events over
the device cross section. Here we see that most excitons are,
as expected, generated in the EML (“recombination”). Further,
we find that the major loss channel in the EML is triplet-
triplet annihilation (TTA). As this process occurs at high exciton
densities, we can derive from this simulation that a reduction
of emitter concentration in the EML may increase efficiency.
The left panel of Figure 4C depicts the averaged exciton life-
cycle for this system. Read from the inside out, we find that
almost all singlets (generated by “recombination S1”) undergo
a triplet conversion (“spin flip exc”) before they are quenched
by triplet- or polaron-quenching (“TTA” and “move chg”
respectively).

In this study we implemented a multiscale workflow to
simulate charge-carrier and exciton dynamics in multilayer
OLEDs in the workflow platform SimStack. This workflow
consists of 14 simulation modules with models for different
time and length scales. A corresponding manual execution
of this workflow via manual file transfer and submission of
each individual module would eliminate the advantage that
computer simulations pose in OLED design, as it would be time
consuming and prone to errors. Instead, the implementation via
SimStack provides a re-usable solution that can be adaptedwithin
minutes to various OLED setups (different number of layers,
layer thicknesses, materials and material combinations, etc.) to
maximize the impact of virtual design inOLEDdevelopment.The
exemplified output of this workflows demonstrates how this type
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FIGURE 4 | (A) Illustration of the multiscale-OLED workflow: Parametrizer: computation of customized molecule specific force-fields; Deposit: simulation of physical
vapor deposition to generate digital twins of thin films with atomistic resolution. QuantumPatch: full quantum chemical electronic structure analysis of molecules in
the thin film morphology; LightForge: KMC simulations of the system dynamics. (B) The simulation workflow for a three-layer OLED consisting of HTL, EML (mixed
guest-host system) and ETL. (C) Exemplified output of LightForge. Left panel: spatial distribution of major excitonic events in the three-layer OLED indicating
triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) as major loss channel. Right panel: Exciton lifecycles in this OLED.

of simulation can aid experimental R&Dby deriving design rules,
in this case reducing emitter concentration.

3.3 Dihedral Scan
It is imperative to perform preliminary optimization steps to
generate reliable atomic models and then calculate Physico-
chemical properties by applying Molecular Dynamics or Monte
Carlo simulations. While it is frequent to use Quantum
calculations such as DFT to obtain molecular conformations
with high accuracy, depending on the molecule complexity,
this approach could lead to local energy conformations. In
many molecules, such as conjugated compounds, the most
critical term that governs their energetic profiles are their
dihedral movements, which configurations could influence

their optical absorption and emission properties and their
performance during MD simulations (Wildman et al., 2016).
Studying different torsions for a given molecule is sensible
before performing any parametrization. Dihedral scans using
low-level theory calculations can determine global and local
energy configurations before applying a final higher-level
refinement calculation and reducing the computational cost in
search of desired structures. In our recent paper (Penaloza-
Amion et al., 2022) we report how the study of dihedrals using
DFT scan calculations on a dimer of poly cis-transoid (4-
carboxyphenyl) acetylene gave structural insights regarding the
clockwise and counterclockwise helical screw-sense.

Following our previous approach, we created the Dihedral-
Scan workflow (Montserrat Penaloza-Amion, 2022) (https://
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FIGURE 5 | (A) Scheme representing the dihedral scan workflow using SIMONA-DHscan, Range-It, ForEach loop, UnpackMol, DFT-Turbomole, and
Table-Generator WaNos. (B) Dihedral profiles of n-butane calculated with SIMONA-DHscan. The best profile is highlighted in green, and the negative scores are red.
(C) Dihedral profile output obtained after using Dihedral-Scan workflow for n-butane showing syn, eclipsed, gauche, and anti configurations.

github.com/KITWorkflows/Dihedral-Scan) to support the study
of torsions for all-atom molecule models as a preliminary step
for further studies such asMD orMC simulations. Our workflow
consists of the followingWaNos: 1) SIMONA-DHscan (Penaloza-
Amion, 2022), 2) Range-It, 3) For each loop, 4)UnpackMol, 5)
DFT-Turbomole and 6) Table-Generator. As shown inFigure 5A,
the first step is to perform a dihedral screening with SIMONA-
DHscan. SMILE code or structure coordinates in PDB format
are allowed. Using SIMONA (Strunk et al., 2012; Penaloza-
Amion et al., 2021) all possible torsions are identified, and
dihedral scans on all dihedrals are performed individually. Each
scan consists of the arbitrary rotation of the torsion selected and
optimizing adjacent torsions using themetropolisMC algorithm.
The calculation of the total energy of each configuration
generated is based on the Coulomb and Lenard-Jones terms from
the General Amber forcefield (GAFF) (Ozpinar et al., 2010).
Parameters such as molecule net charge and rotation steps are
provided manually. Finally, each scan calculation is scored by
the energy difference of the maximum and minimum energies
to reveal which torsion has the most significant energy influence
in the tested molecule. The outputs provided are 1) scoring list
and plots of all torsion profiles calculated, 2) compressed file
with all the configurations for the best-scored torsion, and 3)
input list with atoms Ids for best dihedral scored for further
DFT calculations. The next step is to perform a high-level
calculationwithDFT-Turbomole 5) on all the structures provided
by SIMONA-DHscan. Steps (2), (3), and 4) are needed to support

the workflow in extracting the structures inputs and performing
parallel calculations of each point for the dihedral profile. Finally,
output data can be collected with Table-Generator WaNo to
generate an out file containing the data needed to plot the final
energy profile, as can be seen in Figure 5C.

To illustrate the Dihedral-Scan workflow, we calculated the
dihedral energy profile for n-butane (Figure 5B,C). The n-
butane structure is generated by providing a SMILE code in
SIMONA-DHscan WaNo. SIMONA identified three dihedrals,
providing their respective dihedral profiles (5 (b)). Each
SIMONA simulation is performed using the dihedral scan
protocol explained before. After the identification of the best-
scored torsion (5 (b, green)), the coordinates used to generate
the SIMONA dihedral profile are used to feed the quantum
calculation using Range-It, UnpackMol, ForEach loop, and DFT-
Turbomole WaNos. Each configuration was optimized using
the hybrid B3LYP functional (Becke, 1993a; Becke, 1993b) and
def2-SV(P) basis set (Zheng et al., 2011). The data obtained after
using Table-Generator to extract the angle and total energy
values indicate that our workflow can identify the torsion
that has the biggest influence on the configuration of n-
butane. Additionally, after the refinement calculations using
DFT, the energy profile of n-butane reveals the syn, eclipsed,
gauche, and anti configurations (5 (c)). Our results showed
that Dihedral-Scan could identify torsions, score them, and
perform quantum calculations that support future MD or MC
simulations.
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FIGURE 6 | (A) Structure of the SimStack workflow for the calculation of UV/Vis emission spectra: The “Prepare-Screening” WaNo allows to choose the types of
calculated spectra and creates input files for each molecule. The Following “DFT-Turbomole” WaNos perform the actual DFT and TDDFT calculation after which all
information is gathered by the final “Plot-Spectra” WaNo which creates png files for each calculated IR or UV/Vis spectrum. (B) SMILES input file. (C) Calculated
UV/Vis spectra at B3LYP/def2-TZVP level.

3.4 Emission Spectra of Organic
Molecules

Luminescent molecules have found widespread applications as
emitter molecules in OLED devices in which the recombination
of electrons an holes leads to the formation of exciton which
can—after migration to an emitter molecule—relax to the
ground state by emitting a photon. Several types of emitter
molecules exist in so far three generation of OLEDs based
on fluorescent, phosphorescent and TADF molecule with their
respective advantages and drawbacks. When designing new
emitter molecules, one important factor (next to other equally
important ones as for example the accessibility and stability) is

the emission wavelength which corresponds to the color of the
molecules.

The computational procedure to determine the emission
wavelength of a molecule consists of several DFT and TDDFT
calculation steps including structure optimizations of the
ground and first excited state as well as the calculation of
electronic excitations for both optimized structures. While
for most molecules, this task is a routine one for an expert
on the underlying DFT code, this is in general not the
case for the average user. Furthermore, the repetition of this
task for a large set of molecules is time-consuming and
prone to errors when done manually even by an experienced
user.
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We therefore developed a workflow for the execution of this
procedure which requires nothing more than the structure of the
molecules as an input while other parameters of the (TD) DFT
calculation such as e.g., the functional, the basis set or the type
of excited states can be easily adjusted if necessary. The workflow
is able to loop over a large number of molecules for screening
purposes, and also gives the additional option of calculating the
ground state IR spectrum of each molecule.

The workflow is structured as follows: The first WaNo
(“Prepare-Screening”) creates input files in Gaussian style from
a given list of SMILES codes or an archive file containing several
structure files. These input files have the advantage over a simple
xyz format of containing the desired charge and multiplicity of
the molecule and therefore allow to easily calculate spectra for
ions as well. After this preparatory WaNo which furthermore
gives the options of choosing the type of calculated spectrum,
a sequence of DFT calculations is performed using the “DFT-
Turbomole” WaNo for each structure file. The first two steps
consist of a preoptimization of the structures BP86/def-SV(P)
level followed by an optimization at the B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP
level of theory which will be used throughout all the following
calculations of the workflow. Depending on the choices made in
the initial WaNo, the workflows continues with a DFT frequency
analysis, the calculation of the electronic excitation spectrum, and
finally an optimization of the first (nth) excited state followed by
an electronic excitation spectrum for the structure of the excited
state. The final WaNo in the workflow (“Plot-Spectra”) reads
in the results from the previous Turbomole calculations which
are saved in yml format and plots the Spectra. Figure 6 shows
the structure of the workflow (a) as well as an example input
file containing the SMILES codes for the three geminal diones
Benzil, Biacetyl and 1,2-Cyclohexanedione (b) which was used to
generate the UV/Vis-spectrum plots (c).

4 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

The presented workflow framework SimStack enables rapid
prototyping of multi-module simulation workflows to design,
implement, and test simulation protocols for various applications.
The workflow design steps are carried out interactively via an
easy-to-use flexible GUI. Simulation modules from any source
are incorporated into SimStack as a simple file XML format,
exposing a limited set of application-specific parameters to
the end-user. This format enables computational experts and
non-experts to provide a GUI for a particular application
in a matter of minutes. SimStack connects to remote HPC
resources and automates data transfer and execution of the
simulation to and from the HPC environment. Pre-defined
workflows can be saved for later re-use and transferred
among users, enabling a high level of reproducibility and
transferability of simulation protocols. This enables the transfer
of state-of-the-art scientific simulation approaches from experts
to non-experts, boosting the uptake of multiscale modeling
approaches.

To show the usage of Simstack features, we presented four
workflows tackling different scientific problems. These are real

problems frequently found by researchers when designing
simulation protocols. Those workflows make heavy use of
the ForEach, AdvancedFor, If, and Parallel controls, which
are responsible for branching the workflow and parallelize
the simulation in the HPC resources. Currently, several
WaNos and workflows using standard codes and libraries are
supported in SimStack. Such as; SIMONA https://github.com/
KIT-Workflows/Dihedral-Scan, VASP (Kresse and Joubert,
1999) https://github.com/KIT-Workflows/DFT-VASP, Quantum
Espresso (Giannozzi et al., 2017) https://github.com/KIT-
Workflows/DFT-QE, Turbomole (Ahlrichs et al., 1989) https://
github.com/KIT-Workflows/DFT-Turbomole, ORCA (Neese,
2011), DFTB + (Hourahine et al., 2020) https://github.
com/KIT-Workflows/DFTB-Neural-Net, Fenics (Alnaes et al.,
2015) https://github.com/KIT-Workflows/Fenics-mesh, ASE
(Hjorth Larsen et al., 2017), PymatGen (Ong et al., 2013),
https://github.com/KIT-Workflows/Format-Converter and
many in-house solutions https://github.com/KIT-Workflows/
Table-Generator. All the WaNos where the same methods
are embedded are code interoperable, e.g., workflow running
periodic DFT simulations can run with VASP or Quantum
Espresso.

Next to the available features and capabilities of SimStack, the
software is continuously updated and extended. One of the main
upcoming features is the capability to fully or partially restart a
workflow.
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